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Maderia Beach by Daylight

Cumulonimbus rises
just past the pier
proud august garment
billowing grey,
dipped in the deep
God's swallowing well
impasto, brine and cobalt bluehe has come here bringing shelter
he has come here bleeding rain
a frayed gull's song is leading me
keel-hauled off the catwalk,
letting bronze anoint my brow
I inhale salt from the current,
head pulled down, I rush and drown.
This reef holds many colored things
Columbus bone and coral strings
a frayed gull sings in league with me
I taste the wake; I do not dream.

Mark McManus

Revolution

gentle sister
silver sister
light in our dark
steadfast
yet challenging history's tides
shedding your subtle inquisitive light
on us who form your circle
probing-questioning the things
we're told in daylight
some say you're lunatic-we 're crazed to follow
yet
unsatisfied with static
answers from our brothers
we find
in you quietude
stamina and courage
you teach us
to ask our moonlight questions
and hold out for the answers
we can believe in
gentle sister
silver sister
light in the dark

Patricia Ralston

"View of Michaelangelo's Pieta"
Shari Kullmar

Random Issues
Sometimes
Perhaps most times
It seems I walk a stranger
Amidst a world of strangers
But strangers still the world itself
This study in contrasts on a blue-green sphere
Where sculptured steel mass sways above my head
Disturbing balance as apex travels the sky
Yet prowess of man pales in nature's shadow
As rising mountain swallows man's design
Raptured earth destroys a city
Nonchalance
Heat and steam rise and disappear
And seem to carry dreams of man
Whlch fade into the ozone-lost forever
Or Mother Earth cracks a smile
Inhales man's labor
Digestive rumbles shatter dollars to the ground
Perhaps a smile-perhaps a cynical smirk
But surely, she laughs
And I laugh too-though absent joy
For I know
Abstinence from laughter would require tears
And crying is contagious
So I laugh at paper empires
Where green fibers spawn steel monsters
And monetary mass deals power at random
Whlle next door reside the hopeless helpless
Too busy fighting for a better life to live it.

Dan English

The Double Question
Discontinuity.

In thoughts and words
Sings broken harmonies,
Creates disorder, rebellion.
Ontological Angst
Never to die. Never to live.
The Meaningful words we give.
Elocution knows no bounds.
Never to know. Never to speak.
Understanding words of erudition.
Idiots we are of Dostoyevskian mold.
The price of sin our souls are sold.
Yelling and Screaming in silent voids??

Robert Paul Wieland

Hollee Brock

Introversion

If I could draw you
I would draw you
a circle
of simple curve
even-sheened, an open ring
without a promise
pressing things
we would never own
you can never own;
I offer my faith
don't mistake it for bouquet
it's not some pretty papered
keepsake bow
I want to keep myself na.i've for you
I want to wake up in the day for you
When you were away from here
I was on my knees in prayer for you
I was placing all the faces
I was drawing out the scenes
and in some half-concocted moment
I almost felt
some hope drip down
I almost thought
you thought of me
when you renrrned it all came back again
it all let down and begged for wind
I couldn't steal a word to say
you are my adversary
as much as my half-friend
but you still say how alone you are
how this world's not the same you are
and I refrain in empathy
I bid a kindred sign
but you draw
your own circle

you keep your folded hands
When you are gone I dream to see you;
When I see you I dream you gone.
well, well, here it is
the welcome hour of revealing verse
it doesn't taste so good to me
my best excuse for sympathy
in the guise of clever jokes
playing off the public need
the most twisted, conniving
design to storm a heart
you'll ever deem with honesty
Am I teaching you?
Do you follow me?
This churning world's
just the same as you area billion separate spheres
self-contained in their design
complaining of their lonely lives
until its badges fit their pride
too afraid to let things touch
too alone to let them love
this bitterness just proves I'm right
God knows,
I am wrong.
Mark McManus

The CaterpiHar
A life
By death is born.
When all believers die,
Thet hidden spin new wings of bright
Glory.

Jason Richardson

I Change Oxygen into Carbon Dioxide
With a whooshing sound
I exhale back
Into the dead air
What I easily found
And took, for I lacked,
But now it's not there,
Because, I used it.
Aaron Belz

HolleeBrock

The Broken Spoke
I was working the rototiller in my mother's garden, my dad
looking on. For a second, I looked up at the blossoms on a
peculiar bush in bloom in the late New England spring, and while
I wasn't watching, the thing hit a large rock and one of the last
few spokes on the old wheel gave way, so that the hub shifted as
it turned, making the wheel worthless.
I stopped the machine and pulled it off to the side.
"What happened?" my dad asked, in that same tone that he had
often used to call me a "nitwit" or a "numbskull" when, working
with him in my childhood, I made some stupid mistake and
messed up one of his projects.
"The darn wheel broke," I said, wanting to say "damn" but
knowing that wouldn't do, standing as I was in the middle of my
mother's garden. I didn't mention the rock.
My dad looked over to where I had been working and said,
"You hit that rock, you nitwit."
He always noticed. He looked disgusted. "Here it is, nearly
June, and this thing's still not ready. Your mother will shoot me.
Let me call and see if I can get one of these things."
He went upstairs and called around.
I looked around me when he was gone. The New Hampshire
spring was coming late that year: it had snowed in the middle of
April, followed by a couple of late frosts and a week of rain. The
buds on the trees were just now beginning to look like leaves;
there was still a lot of the spring color in the woods. Down on the
ground, the undergrowth, alternately woodbine and poison ivy,
was just beginning to look dense.
I had just finished a picture which all of the magazines were
picking up on and my parent's house in the woods was a good
place to hide from the photographers, so my wife and my sons
and I had flown in from the west coast a couple of days earlier. I
expected to see my mother's amateur farming operation in full
swing, but found the ground untilled, my parents just now letting
their stove go out in the morning, stretching, and looking out the
windows, like two elderly hedgehogs reluctant to end a peaceful
hibernation.
My dad came down again after about ten minutes. "Nobody
carries that part anymore. Let me measure the other wheel and

we'll see if any of the hardware stores carry a wheel the same
size."
He pulled out his tape measure. It seemed a queer size wheel:
the spokes were abnormally long, the axle abnormally small. And
since the friction drive pushed against the rubber tire, he'd need to
find another wheel that same size.
He walked back upstairs to the phone. I looked at the spring
again; it was hesitant, fragile. A cool breeze shook the small
leaves and red buds on the few maple seedlings that had grown up
around the edges of the garden; the old oaks behind them swayed
a bit. Overhead, one or two puffy clouds sailed by. Living in the
west, I had grown to like the spring best, it being the wettest
season, before the hot dry summer turned the grasses brown, but
here in New England I had always loved the fall best. The spring
seemed too unstable and unsure here, coming and then retreating,
like an indecisive bear lingering in the entrance of his den.
My father was back. He stared at the broken wheel. "Nobody
carries a wheel that size. You'd think that in a country that can
send a man to the moon ... "
"Well, Dad, the blasted rototiller is fifteen, twenty years old.
Maybe it's time you got a newer model."
"Eighteen, to be exact. We bought it the summer after I
finished building this house. And it's well built; I've had few
problems with it; you don't throw the thing away just for a broken
wheel. It's no wonder you're always broke."
I had recently bought a house in a stunning but overpriced
canyon up the coast from L.A., and Dad knew how to get me on
his program.
"O.K.; so what do we do now, go to a used rototiller parts
store? There's probably one somewhere between Boston and
Bangor."
"Come to think of it, Z.eke might have one."
Z.eke. The name sounded somewhat familiar. ''Who's that?"
"You know, the Jew who runs the junk yard across town."
I remembered. Zeke's junk yard was across the street from
Vic's house; Vic was an old friend from high school who lived
down a back road near a pig farm and the landfill. I had always
like to go to his house but had had a hard time with the smell.
"What smell?" Vic would ask, he had grown so accustomed. But
a weekend was never long enough for my nose to adjust.
"You 're going to have to run over there if you want to see,
Dad."

"I've got a Doctor's appointment in half an hour, to check out
my new blood pressure. Will you run over there?"
Of course I couldn't tum him down. But it was the type of
chore that I hated. It grated upon my sensitivity to have dealings
with the locals in my home town. I had escaped into a larger
world, and encountering people who had known me before was
humiliating, either because their familiarity reduced me to a child
again or because their overwrought and embarrassing regard made
me aware of my own pride at being some sort of celebrity, the
local boy made good I was especially sensitive about the contrast
between me and my old high school friends, most of whom had
settled into small time jobs in factories, garages, and stores.
"Take off the good wheel and bring it with you; as long as he
has one the same size."
Dad went inside, and I climbed into my mom's car and headed
down the hill and across town. Just driving into that
neighborhood brought back memories of Vic and John and the
way we had carried on.
Vic was a short, well-built kid, Italian and Irish, extremely
talented in a wise-guy sort of way, good looking and popular with
everyone, both with the thugs and with the brains, the two basic
social groups in our high school. John was a mad genius. His
father, a radio announcer, had bought him a camera, and he and
Vic and I had produced our own horror movies. John had made
me up as Frankenstein, because I had the forehead for it, he said,
which I took as a great compliment, and we had filmed some
scenes in the old barn behind Vic's house. Many of those
weekends of play stood out in my mind, because I had come to
trace back to them the origins of my calling to my career.
But I particularly remembered the weekend when we had first
directly encountered Zeke the Junkrnan.
Zeke had been leading a particularly worthless life in a city
nearby, drinking and wandering around downtown. An uncle of
his had died and left him the ten acres near the town landfill where
his junkyard now was and the trailer that sat on it. One of the
selectmen knew Zeke, and since he was concerned that Zeke had
simply moved his bored drunk into the country when he had come
out to live on the land, the selectman had suggested that Zeke go
into the recycling business. This was, of course, before the word
"recycling" had even been coined. But Zeke was to inspect the
contents of the dump trucks full of the community's trash when
they came into the landfill. And any broken things that could be
repaired or salvaged for parts, any metal that could be sold as

scrap, Zeke was to separate and store on his property until it could
be sold or carted away; the town would take a small share of the
profit. Zeke's location was perfect, and for some reason he grew
to like the work.
But for us boys Zeke was not an interesting example of a
recycled human being. He was simply "weird". We had seen him
walking up and down the country road in the remnants of an army
uniform, always with a scrubby three-day beard, as though his
razor blade had been set at one-sixteenth of an inch, like the blade
on an old lawn mower. He always mumbled things to himself as
he walked; once when we were close enough, we had heard him
complaining about the trash in front of people's houses, as though
he resented the sorts of things they were discarding. "Nothing
there for him to scavenge," John had explained. Vic told us
stories about him. According to kids in Vic's neighborhood, he
walked through the woods with a knife cutting mushrooms. He
ate the good ones and made stews with poisonous ones which he
fed to people foolish enough to be caught on his property.
According to one account, he had molested a little girl and was
hiding here from the law. He also ate bugs that he collected from
the garbage trucks corning into the landfill. This had led most
kinds to avoid him, but John was fascinated, planning to do a film
called "The Legend of Zeke Fishbahm" someday.
One day we had been working on a Frankenstein movie and
had had to stop because it was getting dark. The moon had risen,
and Vic had wanted to film by moonlight, but John had said that
we would need lights for that. So I was about to take off my
cardboard make-up coated forehead and pull off the pasted on
electrodes, when Vic had an idea.
"What say we go over to Zeke's junk yard and stage a scene.
We'll call it 'Frankenstein meets Zeke Fishbahm.' You'll go in,
and he'll feed you some of his stew, then you'll freak out when
you see his fire, kind of like the Karloff scene with the blind
peasant."
"If we do it tomorrow, I can film it," John offered.
"But if we do it tomorrow, he'll recognize us," Vic said.
"Then he'll catch us and feed us to his dogs or something. We've
got to go at night. And tonight is perfect."
"But what if he gets me anyway? Or if he recognizes me?" I
asked.
"Come on! You'll never make it as a monster if you worry
about reprisals from your victims," John said.
So I got on the program.

"This is what we'll do. John and I will get buckets of red
paint and sneak up behind his trailer. You walk up to the large
front window of his trailer and just stand there and stare in. When
he comes out and cqases you, you run off; we'll throw the blood
all over his front steps. When he comes back he'll think there's
been some murder or something. We'll hide and wait for the cops
to come and discover that it's only paint."
We found some red barn paint in Vic's shed and brought a
couple of buckets of it. When we entered the junkyard, the sky
had just gotten dark and the full moon was splashing light down
through some high clouds sailing by in a stiff wind. I waited
while Vic and John snuck around behind large piles of junk to the
back of the twenty-by-eight trailer; then I lurched off across the
yard, totally in character, and approached the picture window, my
spine electric with excitement and fear. I stood in front of the
window on a planter made of a stack of old auto tires and looked
in. Zeke was seated in a stuffed chair, watching his TV. I stared
in for what seemed a very long time. Finally there was a
commercial and Zeke got up to get something. When he did, I
bared my teeth and growled. He turned toward the window and
saw me. For a split second, he seemed frightened, then annoyed;
he walked toward the door. Before he could open the latch, I was
headed across the yard toward the gate. I could, I thought, hear
Zeke's heavy feet behind me.
When I turned, though, I could still see Zeke's body framed in
the light from his doorway. To my horror, I also saw Vic hurry
around the corner of the trailer and throw the red paint, not on
Zeke's stairs, but on his legs. Vic paused, in shock, and before
he could move, Zeke had bounded off the side of his steps and
grabbed him by the collar. John had also seen this and had started
running toward me. When he reached me, the two of us ran still
farther, across the road, and hid in the trees. We began to fear for
Vic's life and were talking about the possibility of placing an
anonymous call to the police when we saw the police cruiser drive
past us and then leave a few minutes later with Vic and Zeke in the
rear. John and I decided that we could not abandon Vic, so we
hitched a ride to the police station. I still had my makeup on,
which seemed rather strange to the truck driver who picked us up.
When we walked into the waiting room, there was Vic, seated
at a table, reading Newsweek.
"Where are the cops?" we asked.
"They're in the other room with Zeke. What are you guys
doing here?"

"We figured since you were getting busted, we'd get busted,
too."
Then the cops came in, along with Zeke, who, between his
angry face and his paint-splattered pants, looked as though he 'd
just been " trampling out the vintage where the grapes of wrath are
stored.''
"There ' s the other two," Zeke said.
The cop looked at us: "Chris Walker and John Cavanaugh,
right?"
"Yes, sir."
"Well, Mr. Fishbahm isn't pressing charges or I'd have you
kids in juvenile court on Monday."
Then Zeke turned to us. "Look here, Walker and Cavanaugh,
I'm an old man and I mind my own business. I nearly died for
your guys in World War Two. You may think your jokes are a lot
of fun, but kids like you give me heartburn. Just stay off my
place."
The cop gave us a similar tongue lashing and then we went
home.
So I knew who Zeke was, though I didn't think he'd
remember me. But when I drove my station wagon onto his lot
and opened the door, he looked up and said, "Bill Walker's boy
Chris, right?"
And he immediately remembered the Frankenstein incident:
"You're loosing some hair, but I'd swear your forehead looked
higher the last time I saw you!" He had a wry twinkle in his eye.
Age hadn't seemed to have affected him; perhaps the drinking had
pickled him, or had made him look older then he was, so that
now, having sobered up, his real age had only caught up with his
appearance.
I ignored his comment and got right to business: "My dad sent
me over to see if you had one of these," I said, reaching into the
car for the old spoked wheel and holding it up.
He looked at it carefully. "Yes, yes, I wouldn't be surprised if
I did; come with me." We walked off through the junkyard, past
what seemed endless piles of various sorts of things, some
recognizable, others, nameless objects, unidentifiable. Here was a
pile of bicycle parts, there a pile of flower pots, piles after piles of
objects, it seemed a dream in which one found all of the lost and
discarded objects in the universe, sorted, analyzed, and identified,
lying like white bones in some dried up valley.
"It seems like you could find anything here," I said.

"Not quite," he admitted, "but you're a lot more likely to find a
lot of things here than you are to find them anywhere else."
"Well, I guess that's a distinction of sorts, to have sorted more
kinds of miscellaneous objects than most people know exist."
Zeke took me completely seriously. "For most people these
things are worthless," he said. "Most people don't even have a
name for most of this stuff. So they would just as soon bury it
next door in the landfill. But all of these parts did something
once, they were all a part of something larger that worked. Take
this thing, for instance." He bent over and picked up a piece of
metal. "Bent, machined, bored out, look at the work that went
into making that thing just what it is. Once it was part of a
collection of things that depended on each other and did
something, but now, out of its place, it's worthless scrap metal,
junk." He threw it back into a heap of tin, then he pointed across
to the hill of sand in the distance, to the bulldozer eagerly shoving
dirt over a pile of trash. "I save things from that, put them back
into a place and get them doing something again."
We came to a pile of old wheels. Zeke looked at my wheel,
looked at the pile, bent over, and reached in beneath and pulled an
old wheel out from the mud at the bottom. He held it up beside
the wheel I brought "From a rototiller?" he asked.
"Yeah."

"They used the same wheel on the snowblower, but it being
spring, I figured. You mother must be a bit ornery."
"What makes you say that?"
"Kinda late for your father to be doing this job. That'll be two
dollars."
And he smiled. "By the way. Saw your picture in People.
Been tellin' my friends you once did a movie on my lot. Kinda
proud of it."
I thanked him and got back into the car. As I drove away, I
went to turn on the fan. The on/off switch was a bare shaft and
hard to turn. I noticed that my dad had put the two pieces of the
plastic knob on the dashboard, waiting for some glue.
Cliff Foreman

Eight Surfaces of a Friday Afternoon
watery-red blood
of Phnom Penh's school children
red as mine or yours.
frozen star snowflakes
blown back by my
progress; over the
Datsun's top and down to
asphalt.
Berg's sad concerto
veiled by the phonograph disc's
tired scratchy plastic.
sunlit Persian rug
(machine loomed in
Belgium) the same red
as rich chilled tomato
aspic.
barefoot
my daughter
tiptoes to give
my serious face
an unsolicited
kiss.
centuries-old pine
indifferent to face-chapping
February wind.
tear-shaped
candle flame
shuddering from
no perceptible
draft, offering smoke to
the air.
you hear my throat cleared,
but cannot feel the ache of
my too-long-crossed legs.

Nicholas P. Barker

Love Hides Divine
love
so master of my temple
so hides divine
the angelic principle
of reason, wrath, and mercy
personified in time
till the patent of earth's keeping
the soul's design
may penetrate love sleeping
in pity's palm of comfort
disqualified in time
Then
for silence of my anguish
for peace defined
her penitence extinguish
in wisdom, worth and solace
immeasurable in time
Bill English

Adrienne Forshner

Why Walk?

Why Hold?

I'm glad to have my hands and feet.
Even more so that they respond to my
commands without asking me why.
There was a time when they clidn 't,
They couldn't move easily:
I found it clifficult to breathe.
That all happened because I failed to heed
A simple reasonable side in me.
I didn't stop to ask myself why.
Now I've come a few more years
Since adcling another number
To the statistics of those who jump into
A state; their own small world.
They forget, or don't care that
Their lack of responsibility
Can wreck lives as fast as steel crumples.
And by God's sweet grace, from then 'til now,
I've lived more
Than in all the years before.
I'm more thankful for the task he's given me
Then I am for my hands and feet.
Robert Workman

By the Shores of Barren Lakes
By the shores of barren lakes,
The mists are grayer than before.
The cold bites harder;
The mud sucks deeper;
And the lily grows no more
For lonely mortals' sakes.
Jason Richardson

Summer Midnight
As shadows
Laughing into the night
We sneak up hill and over road
To light darkness
Quickly, then steadily
And talk forever
Just as on hidden broken steps
To empty field
With all the sky above
Pin-holed construction paper
Sheeted across the horizons
We are safe together

Mike Hardie

Verbosity
I can go for hours writing hum-drum
Higgledy-piggledy poetry pastiches,
Which, like dogs without leashes,
Outboundary my alleged prodigy
Distinctly defining my quasi-glibness,
Which, if I were verbally stodgy,
Might not matter one or another way,
Filling with activity the odd empty Saturday -But my lobal flow like a global tide
Breaks the dikes of ideocracy down.
I'm wedding an aggressive brain-water bride
With whom to consummate is to drown.

Aaron Belz

Rachel Ferguso

Funeral Song
On cathedral step I laid
sorry-eyed, a haggard stray
considering leaves
as they oscillated and heaved
to the patched ground's open,
catholic resta muddied burial dress
that wrapped around and smothered m
in the awful, silent laity
I touched a shadow, listening.

Mark McManus

Do Not Spread Your Length Across my Heart
Do not spread your length across my heart
nor break your words upon this watered soul
but let your grace dissolve this morbid art
and carve about one age eternal skull
the cerebral spring between a thought and sin
a mask drawn down the melting mold of fair
so large beneath the glare of burning
so large to tear apart this brazen air
now hold your own that I might gain a height
from which the voice of tears won't reach mine ear
that when your helper time enlists my sight
I'll gaze upon the poison of my fear
Then take not I this drink beyond despair
till heaven's hands instill His graces rare
Bill English

Tanka
Man mired in marbleHow often, tired, have you tensed
And braced, once more, in
Futile fury, to wrench free
Limbs locked in pitiless stone?
Katrina Belz

Rachel Ferguson

Funeral Song
On cathedral step I laid
sorry-eyed, a haggard stray
considering leaves
as they oscillated and heaved
to the patched ground's open,
catholic resta muddied burial dress
1
that wrapped around and smothered me;
in the awful, silent laity
I touched a shadow, listening.

Mark McManus

De Not Spread Your Length Across my Heart
De 1ot spread your length across my heart
no '.)reak your words upon this watered soul
bu et your grace dissolve this morbid art
an :::arve about one age eternal skull
the :erebral spring between a thought and sin
a r tsk drawn down the melting mold offair
so rge beneath the glare of burning
so rge to tear apart this brazen air
no hold your own that I might gain a height
frc t which the voice of tears won't reach mine ear
th~ when your helper time enlists my sight
I'l :aze upon the poison of my fear
TI 1 take not I this drink beyond despair
till eaven's hands instill His graces rare
Bill English

Tanka
Man mired in marbleHow often, tired, have you tensed
And braced, once more, in
Futile fury, to wrench free
Limbs locked in pitiless stone?
Katrina Belz

To Trees Outside My Window
You canonically clap hands in sunlight
But effect other metamorphoses
At night laboring invisibly
To spring into pale vunerable leaf
Mellowing warm to dark maturity
Withholding sap for brittle brightness
Stripping for love of colorless photography.
Air breathing,
Water capillary,
Fire potent,
Earth nourished,
You reside
In my front yard
But I do not own you
Nor have I encouraged
Your fair feathery green.
Nicholas P. Barker

"Dark Canyon"
Ed Kellogg

Ours Only to Shar~

Moan I will not, you selfish cold hand of death;
Blow untimely struck, her gentle, giving treasure I still hold.
Death be you so cold, graying of the future, not yours to hold.
Her love you can not seize, sweet essence, her fragrance,
Her true love given, more than relics like in Christ, my heart is
Pleased.
You, grave, receive only the coldness put in her blood.
Distraught, disgraced, to you frustration,
You will never sense her warmth or cool her love.
0 death you sought your gain, comfort for yourself,
now wither and wrestle in more coldness, more darkness;
Our Lord in heaven took her from you now unto Himself.
Her love of Christ helped us share.
Uniting our hearts in His, He taught us to care.
Betrothed, devoted, in His grace, loving kindness we shared.
A testament of purity, affection and fondness, all for God's praise,
It was He, His glory in her we shared.

0 grace is mine, she loved with me,
0 Death, you cannot tear her warm tenderness from me.
Heaven reached down, blessed me with her touch,
The grave reached up, no coldness as such.
Bright is the future though veiled, a bit still.
Color, not gray, streams though she lies still.
Fond memories bless my future, we would love each other still.
Bound in love and grace, blessed in Christ, richer than memories,
are we still.

Don Truex

The Paradox of Nature
The sun gives us light by which to see
And warmth by which to feel safe and warm.
Yet, that same light and warmth
Can bum, even to the point of death.
As I gaze at the sunrise and sunset
I see a beauty and feel a peace
That I cannot find anywhere.
And yet that same horizon can be host to the fiercest of storms
Bringing devastation and death.
A ship sails so elegantly on a calm sea
Where the hum of the hull cutting through the water
And the sail slicing through the wind is all you hear.
Yet, that same sea, when aggravated,
Can tear ships into pieces,
Destroy the best of sailors,
And fill the air with cries of suffering and pain.
The beauty of nature fills a man's voice
With songs of love and praise,
Yet the treachery of nature
Fills a man's voice with sorrow,
And his heart with agony.
D. Givens Hearne

Dry Spell
There is no Wind to stir the dust,
Cold, grey barriers fight it all.
The dust softens the intruders step,
As deaf ears strain to hear the call.
Skeletons numbed by unreality,
Shift comfortably,
But the dust softens not their fall.
Danny Mitchell

Father, Forgive Me; I Have Sinned

Father, forgive me; I have sinned.
I have not worshipped as I should
have sought my hope outside of you
have split my praise.
Sometimes my worship has been tossed
to your images, Greek heroes,
smooth, tall, with curling, shining hair
and glistening eyes, who laughing caught
their laurel wreaths in glad triumph.
sometimes my praise has been woven
gently through stately verdant groves,
delicate aromatic flowers,
and out along the shore where splashed
delight of sparkling, sighing waves.
I have given worship and praise
to these beautiful reflections,
searched for strength in shifting shadows
of your power, and hoped for joy
revealed to an averted eye.
Creator God, now bow my heart
my head, my knee. I plead with you
with outstretched arms to praise yourself
and to instill true worship now
through love and creativity.

Patricia Ralston

Yearning
All inside that yellow dawn hung hopes of spring,
Hope which seemed to fill expectant buckets
With many perfect potential apples
And hatch the blue-veined shells cracked by beaks to sing.
But as bright shadows lengthened, tempting the night,
And bare-armed trees lay rest in other trees,
Black-iced clouds barged across the backward sky
And snatched faint dreams of seasonal flight.
Like trickled watercolor the sky smears gray
And sees no opening of a leaf-furled day.

Jane McCailum

